Novel technique used to detect swallowing in volume-selective turbo spin-echo (TSE) for carotid artery wall imaging.
To improve three-dimensional (3D) volume-selective turbo spin-echo (TSE) carotid wall imaging by the addition of a novel body surface swallowing detection device. A 3D volume-selective TSE sequence was used to image the carotid artery. A novel carbon-fiber motion device, positioned over the laryngeal prominence, was used to detect swallowing movement. An electrical output generated by coil movement was used to detect motion, and an algorithm was programmed to reject data acquired during swallowing and for a short period afterwards. Images were acquired with and without the algorithm and scored on a scale of 0-5 by four independent blinded observers according to the clarity of the vessel wall, e.g., 0 = poor image quality and 5 = excellent quality images with little or no artifact. The scans with the rejection algorithm on were scored higher than the scans without the algorithm. The comparison of scores with the algorithm on vs. the algorithm off were as follows: mean +/- standard deviation (SD) = 3.76 +/- 0.25, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 3.27-4.25 vs. 2.64 +/- 0.25, 95% CI = 2.15-3.13; with good interobserver correlation (Kendall's W score 0.77). Image quality can be improved by the algorithm during acquisition. This can be achieved by a novel, anatomically positioned superficial device. This may help in prolonged 3D scans where a single movement can corrupt the entire acquisition.